Welcome & Transforming Care in the Time of COVID

Heather & Lynda's Experience

Our home-based care program is built around the patient. Our home-based care is a multidisciplinary approach:
- MDs
- NPs
- Complex care MGRs
- Social workers

Which COVID-19 flexibilities should become permanent?

Between my faith, family, & Scripps, I know that's why I'm here.

The home-based care team helped me a lot.

COVID was the 1st time I couldn't be by my mom's side.

O2 tanks

People risked their lives caring for me.

LOVING CARE

Assisted the care giver too.

Clinician/staff

Team-based approach

Wk 1: LSS

Best practices for complex care needs

Wk 2

MEDICARE & MEDICAID FLEXIBILITY

Wk 3

* Previous events are available on our site

Welcome to Week 3!
TRANSFORMING MEDICARE & MEDICAID BEYOND COVID-19
FOR A PERSON-CENTERED FUTURE - PANEL DISCUSSION

SARAH DASH, ALLIANCE FOR HEALTH POLICY & TRANSFORMATION; STEPHANIE ANTHONY, AGRACORE HEALTH STRATEGIES; JENNIFER PROULXA, HEALTH MIGHT ASSOCIATES; GABRIEL AYERZA, COMMUNITY HEALTH PLAN OF WASHINGTON; DR. EVAN OAKES, HEALTHPOINT

WHICH PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCY FLEXIBILITIES SHOULD WE KEEP?

REMOTE SERVICE & TELEHEALTH EXPANSION
- EXPAND BEYOND JUST RURAL
- ALLOW AUDIO ONLY-SERVICES ALL BENEFICIARIES

PAY FAMILY TO PROVIDE HEALTHCARE
- EXPAND LESS SUPPORT
- ACCESS TO TELEHEALTH/REMOTE
- TECH ACCESS/TRAINING
- ADDITIONAL CARE SETTING DELIVERY

MONEY BUT NOT RULES
INCREASES INEQUITY!

SUSTAINABILITY REQUIRES INCOME!

IT'S OUR DUTY TO REDUCE COGNITIVE LOAD BUREAUCRACY

AN INTERCONNECTED NETWORK OF CARE!

STABILIZE AND WORKFORCE!
- ALLOW NON-LICENSED STAFF TO DO SOME CLINICAL TASKS
- NURSES, CNAs

TELE-HEALTH CAN BENEFIT ALL!

- PROVIDER - FREES CLINIC SPACE
- PATIENTS - HOME CARE
- FAMILY CARE GIVERS - FLEXIBILITY

RIP

EXPANDING REMOTE SERVICES TO INCL URBAN SETTINGS
A MATTER OF LIFE & DEATH!

IT'S NO LONGER OFFERED?

Q&A THOUGHTS
- TELEHEALTH IS RIGHT-SIZING
- ALIGNMENT W/ MEDICARE & MEDICAID
- CHANGES WILL AUTO-END UNLESS MODIFIED
- POTENTIAL DISCONNECTS DUE TO STATE KEYS
- IRING WHICH FLEXIBILITIES TO KEEP IS DIFFICULT
- THANKFUL FOR SCANS, RESEARCH FUNDING!
- DON'T DEEM FAILURES TOO SOON
- PT. PROVIDERS, COMMUNITY SHOULD DETERMINE SUCCESS

COVERAGE FOR KEEPERS MUST BE SEAMLESS!
TRANSFORMING MEDICARE & MEDICAID BEYOND COVID-19 FOR A PERSON-CENTRED FUTURE—LIVE Q&A | KEYNOTE: SEN. BOB CASEY

A HUge Opportunity!

Broaden Telehealth Considerations?

RPMs Connected Home May Be a Future Idea

Flexible Around Who, How We Can Code Around ACI Conditions Is Needed

Get the Work Out of Influence on Permanent Flexibilities

State Federal

Submit Comments to CMS!

We Need Reimburse Flexibility for Certain Services

Better Payne for MA?

We Must Have Better Wages Than Fastfood

Clinical Team Flexibility Is Key

They're the Best In-the-Know for Patient Needs

Tele-health for Cognitive Impairment?

CHCs Need Help in Finding New Ways to Give Care

There Is Potential Funding From Policymakers

American Rescue Plan

Lots of Around Workforce Development

Workforce Shortage Enhancements?

Flexibility Around Provider Capacity Increasing Is Critical

Connected to Bigger Issues

Payment, Career, Underlying Fear of Covid, Training, Education


Let's Meet the Demands of Less!

1. Better Care for Seniors & People With Disabilities
2. Better Jobs for Care Workers
   - Helps Pay and Advances Mostly Women of Color
3. Support for Family Caregivers

The Page Program Needs Strengthening—It Is an All-Inclusive Senior Program
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Sarah Bash, Alliance for Health Policy - Flourish | Stephanie Anthony, Manatt Health Strategies | Jennifer Podulka, Health Management Associates | Gabriel Ayerza, Community Health Strategies, Ron D. Washington, Dr. Evan Oakes, Healthpoint